
Extraction VR shooter Ghosts of Tabor surpasses 3
MUSD in gross revenues on Meta Quest App Lab
Combat Waffle Studios and Beyond Frames today announced that the exhilarating
extraction VR shooter Ghosts of Tabor has surpassed 3 MUSD in gross revenues on
Meta’s App Lab in under five months since its release, in addition to previously noting
that more than 100 000 unique players have played the game across all available
platforms.

Ghosts of Tabor is the only extraction based VR FPS PvPvE survival game where players will
have to use their wits, skills and resources to survive. Inspired by hugely successful PC games
in the genre, the game features a variety of scenarios from scavenging, looting to crafting.
Players can make certain customisations to their safehouse by building their personal
collection of weapons and gear to display in the armory. Players can further expand their
inventory by gaining reputation with vendors and customize their loadouts with enhancements
before joining a raid.

Following the Meta Quest App Lab and Steam Early Access beta launch on March 20, 2023,
the game has continued to excite and grow its community and streaming audiences alike with
continuous updates and fixes. The latest major update was deployed in July of 2023 and
revamped the safe house bunker, added new game mechanics and included numerous other
quality of life updates.

Ghosts of Tabor is estimated for a full launch with many more additions and features, such as
new maps and core meta gameplay systems in early 2024 on Meta Quest Store, SteamVR and
Sony PlayStation VR2. Additional platforms to be announced.

Beyond Frames portion of the $3 MUSD from sales will be impacted by platform fees and the
revenue split with Combat Waffle Studios and other associated cost. These fees are
recognized as costs according to Beyond Frames' accounting principles. Beyond Frames Q2
2023 report is due August 24, 2023.

Follow the in-development journey of Ghosts of Tabor on Meta Quest App Lab or SteamVR
Early Access:

• Ghosts of Tabor on Meta Quest App Lab: http://ocul.us/44HekCc
• Ghosts of Tabor on SteamVR Early Access: http://bit.ly/3rtfT8p

###

RESOURCES

You can find more information about Ghosts of Tabor on the link below:
http://linktr.ee/combatwafflestudios

PRESS KIT
Press kit for Ghosts of Tabor can be found here: http://bit.ly/45j2hLU
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This disclosure contains information that Beyond Frames is obliged to make public pursuant to
the EU Market Abuse Regulation (EU nr 596/2014). The information was submitted for
publication, through the agency of the contact person, at the time specified by the Company's
news distributor Cision at the time of publication of this press release.

Investor relation contact: Frida Gustafsson, CFO, ir@beyondframes.com, +46 (0)72 997 97
50

Press contact: Maeva Sponbergs, CMO, press@beyondframes.com

About Combat Waffle

Combat Waffle Studios founded in 2022 and is a United States military veteran-owned games studio debuting with
the hit VR extraction shooter, Ghosts of Tabor. Headquartered in sunny Florida, the team brings their expertise from
various corners of the world with a mission to craft virtual reality games players have been demanding. CWS has a
growing portfolio of novel and in-depth VR experiences in development for both on Meta Quest platforms and
SteamVR. Upcoming releases include titles Grim and Silent North. Read more about Combat Waffle Studios here:
http://combatwaffle.com/

About Beyond Frames Entertainment

Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, Beyond Frames is an XR-focused publisher with its development studios
Cortopia, Moon Mode and partner studio Odd Raven. Offering creative and technical consulting, funding, marketing
and publishing services, Beyond Frames partners with studios creating amazing XR products such as Ghosts of
Tabor (Combat Waffle Studios), Outta Hand (Capricia Productions), ARK and ADE (Castello Inc.), Silhouette (Team
Panoptes) and Mixture (Played With Fire), Beyond Frames Entertainment AB (publ) is listed on the Swedish
Spotlight Stock Market, ISIN: SE0011614965.

http://combatwaffle.com/

